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Category Pre-GCC Resources Post-GCC Resources

Book

Laudato Si: On Care for our Common Home (2015) by Pope Francis
In this modern day classic among people of faith who care about the 
environment and their neighbors near and far, the pope critiques 
consumerism and irresponsible development, laments environmental 
degradation and global warming, and calls all people of the world to 
take "swift and unified global action." 
OR
Climate Church, Climate World: People of Faith Must Work for Change 
(2018) by Jim Antal
Rev. Jim Antal presents the case that climate change is the greatest 
moral challenge humanity has ever faced. Hunger, refugees, poverty, 
inequality, deadly viruses, war—climate change multiplies all forms of 
global social injustice. Just as the church addressed previous moral 
challenges, Antal calls for the church to embrace a new vocation so that 
future generations might live in harmony with God’s creation. He 
suggests ways people of faith can reorient what they prize through new 
approaches to worship, preaching, witnessing and other spiritual 
practices that honor creation and cultivate hope.

Saving Us: A Climate Scientist's Case for Hope and Healing in a Divided World (2021) 
by Katharine Hayhoe
In Saving Us, Hayhoe argues that when it comes to changing hearts and minds, facts 
are only one part of the equation. We need to find shared values in order to connect 
our unique identities to collective action. It is a multilayered look at science, faith, and 
human psychology.
OR
How To Avoid A Climate Disaster: The Solutions We Have and the Breakthroughs We 
Need (2021) by Bill Gates
In this book, Gates presents what he learned in over a decade of studying climate 
change and investing in innovations to address global warming and recommends 
strategies to tackle it.

Podcast
How to Save a Planet "Brings you smart, inspiring stories about the 
mess we're in and how we can get ourselves out of it." https:
//gimletmedia.com/shows/howtosaveaplanet/episodes   

Good Together "Each 30 minute episode features daily, actionable tips to help you live 
your life more sustainably."  https://brightly.eco/podcast/ 
OR
A Matter of Degrees "Give up your climate guilt. Sharpen your curiosity. This show is 
for the climate-curious people who know climate change is a problem, but are trying to 
figure out how to tackle it. We’re telling stories about the levers of power that have 
created the problem -- and the tools we have to fix it." https://www.degreespod.com/ 

Movie

YOUTH v GOV (Netflix) "YOUTH v GOV is the story of the Juliana v. The 
United States of America constitutional lawsuit and the 21 American 
youth, ages 14 to 25, who are taking on the world’s most powerful 
government...for violating their constitutional rights to life, liberty, 
personal safety, and property through their willful actions in creating 
the climate crisis they will inherit. "

Kiss the Ground (Netflix); narrated by Woody Harrelson, is a full-length documentary 
shedding light on a “new, old approach” to farming called regenerative agriculture, a 
practice with the extraordinary ability to balance our climate and feed the world.
OR
Chasing Coral (Netflix); A team of divers, photographers and scientists set out on a 
thrilling ocean adventure to discover why corals are vanishing at an unprecedented 
rate.

Video 

Climate Justice Can't Happen Without Racial Justice TED talk by David 
Lammy;  https://www.ted.
com/talks/david_lammy_climate_justice_can_t_happen_without_racial_j
ustice 

Use Your Voice, Vote and Wallet for Climate Action TED talk by Halla Tómasdóttir 
https://www.ted.
com/talks/halla_tomasdottir_use_your_voice_vote_and_wallet_for_climate_action 



Scripture*
Moreover, it is required of stewards that they be found trustworthy. 
-1 Corinthians 4:2

The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof, the world and those who dwell therein 
-Psalm 24:1

*so many possibilities; for suggestions see: https://www.openbible.info/topics/caring_for_the_environment 


